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Around Town

Foremost Lincoln Scholar to Speak
in Homer
The Voice of the Town

Following in the wake of Harold Holzer,
Jason Emerson, former presidential candidate
and Senator George McGovern, and Frank
J. Williams, yet another Lincoln scholar will
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Distribution is
every other Thursday to all households and
businesses in Homer.
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townspeople of current events and issues;
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LED Law Public meeting
About 80 people attended the public meeting to
discuss the proposed local law number 1 of 2011.
Copies of the proposed law are available in the
village clerk’s office.
Opening statements from Mayor Genevieve Suits
indicated that the village initiated a comprehensive
village plan in September of 2007, which the County
adopted in May of 2010 and the village adopted in
June of 2010. The plan indicated that LED lights in
the village would not be appropriate to the character
of the village.
The meeting then proceeded to open discussion
and comments from the audience. A stenographer
was present to take minutes of the comments for
the record. Comments from the audience ranged
from: “ unfair to retroactive rescind approval; should
have read the comprehensive plan before asking for
approval; was approved and should be grandfathered;
was approved by the ZBA; its modern technology;
Express Mart wants its sign approval grandfathered;
and change of rules is not fair.” Several letters
were not read but were entered into the record. The
meeting ended just shy of 8pm. The trustees now
need to determine what action to take.

Ed Finkbeiner
Michael Burling
be speaking in historic Homer. This time,
Homer will host Michael Burlingame, the
holder of the Chancellor Naomi B. Lynn
Distinguished Chair in Lincoln Studies at
the University of Illinois at Springfield.
Professor Burlingame will speak at 7 pm
on Wednesday, November 9, 2011, at
the Homer Center for the Arts near the
Historic Homer Green on Main Street.
At both Princeton University and Johns
Hopkins University Burlingame studied under
the late, eminent Lincoln historian David
Herbert Donald. From 1968 to 2001 he taught at
Connecticut College in New London. In 2009,
he joined the faculty of the University of Illinois
in Springfield.
Martin Sweeney

Classified
Lost

A large butterfly costume jewelry
ring, along Main St., Homer near
Lily Lanetree.
Call Viv @ (607)749-6113.

Attention
Potential
Advertisers
Keep this paper alive
Advertise!
We want to publish your letters to the editor. Your comments on current events or
just philosophies about Homer is encouraged.

Yummy Pork Dinner at the Congo. Church

Note:
Writers, photographers and commentators
please send your stuff to editor@thehomernews.
com. This is a community based newspaper
and there is more than enough room for your
contribution. Send your classified ads too.

Advertisements pay for the entirety of
the expenses of printing and mailing this
paper. Keep writing and advertising in
this paper if you wish to see it grow.

All opinions expressed in Letters and Commentaries
are those of the writers and not of The Homer News,
which is published as an independent, non-biased community service and forum.
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Around Town
The Cardiff Giant
coming to Homer
by Kathleen Beardsley

A

special event is being planned for
Homer in conjunction with the
recent Cardiff Giant sculpture created by Syracuse artist, Ty Marshall. In a statement released by Ty:
In October 1869, workers digging a well
on the farm of William C. “Stub” Newell
uncovered a 10 foot tall petrified man...Now, he
returns!
Artist Ty Marshal, from Syracuse, will be
creating a replica of the Cardiff Giant, according to the original size specifications, as a
celebration of a unique and shared piece of the
greater Central New York cultural heritage.
Defining a lineage to our history as a creative
community, the project is titled: “There’s a
Sucker Born Every Minute: Re-Creating the
Cardiff Giant”, and will explore the greatest
hoax in United States history through performance, displays and events focusing on the
Cardiff Giant and the many characters involved
in the creation and transformation into one
of the Greatest Hoax in US History! The replica will be “unearthed” at Lipe Art Park in
Syracuse on October 16th, 2011, exactly 142
years from the original discovery. Following
the “re-discovery”, the replica will be transported to The Atrium at City Hall Commons to
be on display mere footsteps from the original
exhibition hall that housed the Cardiff Giant.
Performances, special events and historical
re-enactments will compliment the project
throughout its journey. Please visit: www.
SyracuseCardiffGiant.blogspot.com for more
information!
After reading a news item in the Cortland
Standard about this exciting event being
planned in Syracuse, I contacted Ty and
invited him and fellow artist and former Homer
resident Nancy Keefe Rhodes to join Town
Historian Martin Sweeney and me to discuss
the Homer copy of the Cardiff Giant that had
been sculpted by Patricia Norris and her sister
Nancy Harris in 1958; the original copy of the
fake has been carefully housed by former resident, “Bud” Hall, Funeral Director at Briggs
Hall Memorial. Over the years, Bud has generously shared his “Giant” by displaying him in
parades. Today, the Giant reclines peacefully
under the watchful eye of Tom Niederhofer.
Tom recently purchased the Briggs Hall home
and barns.
As a result of that meeting, Syracuse and
Homer has collaborated to put on a special
Homer celebration planned for October 27 in
Homer:
View Homer’s Cardiff Giant on display
at Briggs Hall Parking lot (11 North Main
St). 1:00 -6:00 pm
Refreshments by Linani’s will be available
Stroll Main St. and enjoy the architecture
and ambiance of historic Homer. A Giant sale
in shops and special surprises for children are
sure to please all visitors (Ty and Nancy will be
in town and would welcome your greetings)
Visit David Hannum’s 1825 Home at an Open
House (Corner of 80 S. Main and Hannum St)
A “welcome” reception being hosted by
the Hartsock family, present owners who will
present some Homeville folklore and a few tall
tales, 6:00-7:00 pm
David Hannum was the Homerite that
bought the original Cardiff Giant and placed
him on display for a tidy profit.
See the film screening of “David Harum”
starring Will Rodgers. A preview talk by Nancy
Keefe Rhodes, former Homer resident and film,
photo, & visual arts journalist will be presented
at the

Center 4 the Arts, (corner of Main St and
Cayuga St) doors open at 7:00 pm
View 1800s Homer/Hannum/Harum/Cardiff
Giant artifacts on display with
merchandise/books available for purchase in
the large reception area at the Center 4 the
Arts
Please plan to attend this special event in
Homer, Oct. 27, starting at 1:00 pm and be a
part of a celebration that was the talk of the
time in 1869 and still is today.

A

llen Perry, Homer FFA member, was elected District 7
President recently. Allen will
represent all FFA chapters in District 7 as
a New York State FFA Officer. The State
Officer position is an achievement earned
after applying, going through a series of
interviews, being selected for the slate of
officers and then elected by the members
of NYFFA at their annual convention.
During the course of the 2011-2012
year Allen will be responsible for traveling
across New York State promoting agriculture and FFA. FFA is a national youth

meeting with legislators in Albany and
working with the state officer team to
make the FFA organization the best it can
be for their members.
Allen has had a busy summer practicing his leadership skills as a counselor at
Camp Oswegatchies, the NYFFA Camp in
the Adirondacks. He has also assisted with
Career Development Events held at the
NY State Fair. Allen and other members
of Homer FFA will travel to the National
FFA Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana
this October to represent New York State
and experience leadership with over 50,000
FFA members from all over the United
States!
Allen Perry has also earned New York
State’s highest FFA Degree, termed the
Empire Degree, for maintaining high academic achievement, acquiring skills in
speaking and leadership and for participating in agricultural experiences learning
work & life skills.

blows at 7:00 pm at the JM McDonald
Sports Complex, 4292 Fairgrounds Drive,
Cortland, NY.
April 28th, May 12th, June 30th, July 21st
and August 11th
Crown City Rollerz (CCR) is a skaterowned and -operated organization
operating a competitive roller derby league
out of Cortland, NY. The members of CCR
are strong and motivated women who train
hard, respect their teammates and love the
sport of roller derby as well as communitybased philanthropy. Our skaters work to
increase their power through discipline,
hard work and focus. CCR strives to create
a full-contact sport that inspires girls and
women and appeals to all of our fans.

Homer Historian to Talk
about His Lincoln Book

Martin Sweeney, town historian
of Homer, will participate in a book
chat and signing from 8 to 9 pm
Kathy Pratt on Oct. 6 at the Skaneateles Public
Library.
Crown City Rollerz
Sweeney is the author of
ortland’s very own women’s flat track
“Lincoln’s Gift to Homer, New
roller derby league is marking the
end of their first season with bruises,
York: A Painter, An Editor and a
food, and booze at Easy Street in Cortland.
Detective. He will talk about how
The Crown City Rollerz (CCR) invite you
the End of the Season party to celebrate the Homer is connected to Lincoln
close of an exhilarating inaugural season of
its team, the Royal Pains, on Saturday, Oct. through three native sons.
Congratulations to Allen Perry on
all his achievements!

C

Allen Perry
leadership organization, involving students
in agricultural education. Ag Education
is proven to enhance student success and
graduation rates while grooming youth
for careers in alternative energy, natural
resource management, “green” technologies, and all aspects of the production of an
affordable and safe food and fiber supply.
Only 16 students in New York are
elected each year to a State Officer position. Allen will spend countless hours
public speaking, presenting workshops,

22. The festivities start at 6:00 p.m. with
food and an awards
ceremony at 7:00
p.m. Performances
Girls Basketball Signups
by two local bands
will follow the
Homer Recreation Girls Basketball
awards presentation
Homer Recreation Department
with the celebration
continuing into the
FOR GIRLS IN GRADES 3 THROUGH 6
night. The cost at
Registration Sessions are scheduled as follows:
the door is $5 for
all attendees. The
Saturday, October 8th
9:00 AM to 11:00 am
Royal Pains will be
Tuesday, October 11th
6:00 PM to 7:30 pm
accepting donations
Saturday, October 22nd
9:00 AM to 11:00 am
during the party
Tuesday, October 25th
6:00 PM to 7:30 pm
and will assemble
care packages for
REGISTRATIONS WILL BE HELD IN THE BASEMENT (SIDE ENTRANCE) OF THE HOMER
a unit of deployed
TOWN HALL, 31 N. MAIN STREET
soldiers they’ve
Players who are signing up must be accompanied by
adopted. Donations
parent or guardian, who must sign the registration form
are gladly accepted;
Cost $35.00 for Village of Homer or Cortlandville Residents
especially requesting
$45.00 for all other Residents
Red Bull, beef
(players now receive shorts and a jersey)
jerky, individually
3rd thru 6th grade program runs from November 2nd through March 10th
packaged candy,
3rd & 4th Grade: Wednesdays 5:30 to 7:00 PM
Saturdays 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM
and sports drink
mixes. Please
5th & 6th Grade: Wednesdays 7:00 to 9:00 PM
contact Jane Witty
Saturdays 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM
at 607.229.7453 for
Note: The first three dates, November 2nd, 5th, 9th will be practices
more information.
In-house games start November 12th
The league also
announces the home
bout dates for its
2012 season. Doors
open at 6:00 p.m.
and the whistle

Teams and game schedules will be handed out at the November 9th practice
Travel games start January 7th
(Against Cortland (6th grade only) maybe earlier)
For more information concerning Homer Girls basketball,
Call Roger Sager, Girls Basketball Director at 749-7409, 745-5911
rogsager@aol.com

Do you want your business profile, picture and business
logo in this paper for only $30?
If you do contact editor@thehomernews.com.
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Growing Up Without a
Helmet
Part Eight
The Ol’ Swimmin’ Hole

O

ur swimming hole was really
nothing more than a run-off
reservoir that was tucked to the
side at the corners of Kinney Gulf and
Sweeney Road. Back in the fifties and
sixties, those roads were barely more than
one lane wide and were made of just tar and
gravel. Sadly, the pond has been largely
filled in now due to road reconstruction,
but the remnants are still there. Or maybe
it just seemed much larger to me when I
was a kid. I and almost every other kid in
my neighborhood learned to swim in this
shallow pool, filled with fish, turtles and
sometimes even a stray cow looking to
cool off as well. There was also an old hay
barn directly across the road where we all
learned a lot of other things, but discretion
and the fear of lawsuits forbids me from
going into details. Suffice it to say, there
were a lot of young boys and girls and, …
hay. You figure it out.
At any rate, my memories of that pond
are many, and varied. As I say, most of us
learned to swim there, but we also learned to
test our fears by jumping off various rocks
that surrounded the pond. I seem to recall a

total of five rock platforms, with the lowest
only a few feet off the water. The highest
rested at the very top of a wide culvert that
ran under the road. The drop to the water
from there was about 800 feet. Okay, that’s
a slight exaggeration. But it sure felt like
it to a nine year old kid, so perhaps it was
really closer to eight feet.
Jumping into the water was the most typical
way of instantly getting wet, since wading
in step-by-step was considered the weenie
method. Another method was to try and do
as the greatest Tarzan of them all, Johnny
Weismuller, did by swinging from a vine
and dropping off at just the right moment.
Obviously, we didn’t have home grown
vines at our disposal, so we “procured” a
long rope from, … somewhere. I honestly
don’t recall where, but it can be reasonably
assumed it wasn’t with the permission of
the owner.
Tying it to the right tree was the tricky
part. Getting up that tree was even trickier.
This was actually more dangerous than
swinging on the rope. There was only one
tree that even reasonably fit our needs.
Let’s just say, it was close enough. It took
a few hardy young lads to make the daring
climb to secure it up high enough to make
the swing worth the effort and close enough
to hitting the water. Ah, and therein lies the
rub, or the bounce, as the case, or cases may
be. Since the ledge from which we jumped
was on the far side of the pond and the tree
was on the other, timing the drop was rather
crucial to a successful water landing. Drop

off too early and one would just land in the
shallow part of the pond. The chance of
injury was slight, but the chance of group
ridicule was extremely high. Hanging on
too long, on the other hand, could get really
ugly. If you have ever seen the old cartoon,
George of the Jungle you can pretty much
fill in the rest. But, if you hung on too long,
yet still managed to actually miss the tree
then, … well, let’s just say there are a few
boys who dropped off into that foliage that
have yet to be found. If you walk by when
the moon is full you can still hear the cries;
“Help me…help me…help me…”
Eventually, several parents got wind of
our Tarzan Adventure Park and made us
take down the rope. One even remarked,
“How in hell did you kids ever get that
up there in the first place?” We just told
him it was a group effort. We offered to
demonstrate the safety of the rope swing
and additionally offered to let one of our
fathers go for a swing too. They declined,
although I think a few of them briefly flirted
with the idea. But, the rope still came down,
and just when we were getting the hang of
it too. We hadn’t lost anybody in several
days. Sadly, our parents’ left with the rope,
which they made us risk life and limb to
pull down, yet still had the nerve to say that
it was for our own good. After they left, we
sat around the edge of the pond bellowing
against their over-protective concern for our
safety. Killjoys!

Center 4 Arts Music Scene
With pulsating energy, the John
Németh Blues Band took over the
stage at the Center 4 the Arts on
Saturday night feeding the already
appreciative audience with his stellar
harmonica playing. John’s singing,
timing and range were brilliant as he
sang the blues in a clear, strong voice.
The lead guitarist electrified the songs
with great improvisational licks and
passionate solos. The drummer held the
beat while the base guitarist supported
with deep undertones.
John writes most of his songs, which
speak of heartache, love lost and classic
blues sentiment. He performed many
upbeat songs with a comedic lilt that
most people relate to. The audience
fed on his energy with their foot
stomping and cheering as he smiled
and said, “ I couldn’t find a better
venue than this.” The encore ended

to be continued

a fantastic concert with John playing
harmonica accompanied only by the
lead guitarist.
John is a rising star who I believe
will be a blues legend. The audience
would agree as they left the center with
a smile on their face and a CD in their
hand.

~The Finkbeiner Family
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Homer Sports by John Zachary
Cortland Take The
Home - Cort Jug

September 30, 2011
Butts Field
The Cortland Purple
Tigers came into
Homer and reclaimed
the Home-Cort Jug
that has been in
Homer for the past
two years.
These two teams
have been playing
each other for over
thirty years. It
continues to be a great
crosstown rivalry with
Homer leading the
series 17-14-1. The
Trojans were fresh off
a big 40-7 win over
Solvay last Friday
night, and Cortland
who is 1-3 was still
reeling from their
homecoming loss to
ESM at Cortland’s
new stadium.

Austin on a QB keeper. Recor converted
for the extra point making it 14-6 Homer.
Jonathan Prior quieted the Trojan crowd
with a nice run around the left side down
to the Trojans 2-yard line. QB Devon
Darrow tried to sneak over the goal line,
but the Blue stopped him short. Darrow
tried it again, this time getting in and then
throwing for the extra point tying the

Chris Birchenough and Eric Petrie
Homer’s offense would take to the field
again, after stopping the Tigers forcing
them to punt. Coach Cottrell used his

down. Back up QB Casey Cleary was now
under center keeping the drive alive for the
Trojans. Second down Cleary handed off
to Mark Dove who ran into the line, and
then came through the other side peeling
white jerseys off him for a
Homer TD. Homer’s extra
point was good making it
21-14 Homer. Austin Recor
ran for 139 yards on 24 carries
before he left the game.
Both teams didn’t fair well
on their next possessions
ending the third quarter.
Cortland’s Devon Darrow
hooked up with his wide
receiver Qwuhail Barlow for a
62-yard TD pass giving them
the lead at the start of the
fourth quarter. 21-20.
Anthony Contento, and
Dyson Spouse handled the
running duties for the Trojans
next drive eating up the clock
only to have to punt the ball
away to the Tigers.
The Tigers then handed the
ball to their fast running back Prior
who again ran for another Cortland
touch down, making it 28-21. Homer tried
to put a scoring drive together before the

Mark Dove

It was a cold night in Homer, but that

game at 14-14.
Conner Johnston was called on for the

JV player Drew Cottrell

Conner Johnston
didn’t keep the fans away. Both sides
of the field were full waiting to see who
would take home the jug. It’s a unique
game because of the closeness of the two
schools people know people or are related
to players on both teams.
The Trojans won the coin toss, and
started the game with Austin Recor
running for a first down on each of his
first two runs. Senior Thomas Austin
found junior, Brandon Maxson open down
field for another Trojan’s first down. The
Tigers soon stopped Homer first drive and
made them punt. It wasn’t long before

running duties for the Trojans
after Recor left the game never to return.
Johnston put together a couple of runs
putting his team down on the 15-yard line.
After a couple attempts to try to get in the
end zone, the Trojans tried a field goal, but
missed ending the half at 14-14.
The second half was much of the same
with Homer running the ball, and Cortland
using big plays to stay in the game. Prior
had a big run down the sideline that was
brought back for a holding penalty. That
penalty slowed the Purple drive giving the
ball back to the Trojans.
Thomas Austin left the game for a short
time after a nice run to the left for a first

clock ran out, but was stopped and turned
workhorse Recor to move the ball into
the ball over on downs. Cortland then
Cortland territory.
scored again to put an end
Homer’s QB Austin
to any hope Homer might
made a first down
have on scoring again, final
run for the Trojans
score 36-21. Cortland gets
putting them on the
to keep the Jug until Homer
ten-yard line. Then
visits them in their house
it was back to Recor
next year.
for a run up the
Homer JV football Team
middle, putting six
went to Cortland and won
points on the board
22-6 keeping their perfect
for the hometown
record of 5-0. It was
crowd. The extra
Cortland’s first loss of the
point attempt was no
year, making them 4-1.
good. The score was
The game was pretty close
6-0, with 11:54 left in
for the first half 6-6. The
the first.
second half started slow for
The Trojans drew
both teams. Each team had
first blood, but it
a hard time holding onto the
was short lived as
ball with the terrible weather
Qwuhail Barlow
conditions.
returned the kickoff
Homer soon got warmed
Home - Cort Jug
for 87 yards, and
a TD for Cortland, evening the score at
6-6. Homer’s next drive was a clock
eating drive with Recor leading the way by
pounding the rock, and wearing, down the
defense. Recor’s work set up a TD run for

up with the help of freshman TB Chris
Birchenough running all over the Purple
defense. Alec Bush also had a good day
running for two touchdowns. The whole
team played hard and showed that they can
win in a close game.
Check out this week’s pictures at www.
silentshots.smugmug.com
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News from the Library
by Priscilla Berggren-Thomas
Waking Up to the World
around Me
The squirrel dangled from the end of a
twig, hanging out over the path as Dexter
and I walked up the lane. He flipped back
to a more secure footing and then with a
running start, jumped off the end of the
branch, sailed over Dexter’s heads, across
the lane and landed in the brush that sloped
down toward the creek. In Dexter’s younger days, the rustle of the leaves, the scent
of squirrel, the sight of his gray furry body
would have sent him racing after the squirrel. But his senses fail him in old age.
I walked up to check the brambles where
the squirrel landed to assure myself he
hadn’t impaled himself on some branch,
but there was no sign of him. What I saw
was a spider’s web, drops of dew outlining
its spiraling concentric strands, connecting
three branches of a dead poplar. A smaller
one sparkled higher up. A triangular one
stretched across a wild rose. Dozens lay
flat in the grass. Tight funnel-shaped ones
stretched along the tips of the blackberry
brambles. The heavy morning dew lay on
them, catching the sun’s rays and outlining
each slender thread, they were everywhere.
The trees and grass all the way up the lane
decorated in web after web. Caught in my
own thoughts, I’d missed them, much as
Dexter missed the squirrel.
As I write this, it’s Banned Book Week
and setting up the display of banned books
opened my eyes, too. It felt like almost

Library Hours:
Monday
10 am to 6 pm

every book has been banned or challenged
at one time or another. Young adult novels
dealing with tough topics always attract
concern. And there are always memoirs
dealing with people’s messed up lives
that get banned. Often the concern is that
they “promote” drug use or promiscuity,
although I’m never sure why reading about
someone else’s messed up life would make
me want to wreck my own. There are the
classics, like To Kill a Mockingbird or
The Grapes of Wrath. Fantasy, like Harry
Potter or Twilight, always raises concerns
because of magic and sorcery, or vampires
and werewolves. But reading about werewolves isn’t going to make me one, no
matter how much I wish it would.
Of course, then I unpack a new box
of books and look at the covers of bare
breasts and bottoms and I wonder if I dare
put the books on the shelves. It’s tough
having a liberal spirit co-habiting my body
with a puritanical soul. Puritans, of course,
didn’t believe in reading fiction because
it “wasn’t real,” a common reason for not
liking fantasy today. And usually fiction
attracts more talk of banning than non-fiction. Although this year, surprisingly, the
non-fiction book Nickel and Dimed by

Barbara Ehrenreich was challenged in
some libraries and school curriculums.
Yet, fiction is real, even if the stories
are made up. It teaches us about how
people live, feel, and cope with the
world around them. Studies indicate
that reading fiction requires active
participation of the reader in utilizing
their imagination. As readers we have
to stretch out mind to find understand-

What’s New at the Library?
The Phillips Free Library Writer’s
group meets the first and third
Wednesdays of the month at 7:00 pm.
The first Wednesday the group focuses
on craft and the third Wednesday is
spent writing together. October’s meetings are the 5th and 19th. The group is
open to any writer.
Pre-school Story Time with Miss
Tammy is every Wednesday that
school is in session @ 10:30 am.
Themes for October are:
Oct. 5th – Fall
Oct. 12th – The Circus
Oct. 19th – Cats
Oct. 26th –Creepy Crawly.
Rockin’ Readers, the library’s story
and activity program for children in
K-2nd grades, resumes Sept. 22nd. It
meets Thursdays @ 3:10 pm. Students
in K-2nd grade may attend every week.
Rockin’ Readers does not meet during
school breaks or on snow days.

www.phillipsfreelibrary.org

Tuesday
2 pm to 8 pm

Wednesday
10 am to 8 pm

Thursday
2 pm to 8 pm

FINGERLAKES
CONSTRUCTION/ F LG D

• Fully Insured, Liability, Builder’s
Risk & Worker’s Comp for YOUR
protection & peace of mind.

ing in metaphor and the many different layers of a story. Fiction reading
promotes empathy for the characters
and enhances the readers’ creativity
and problem solving abilities. And of
course, reading a banned book is probably exercises the brain even more! So
whether it’s Of Mice and Men or The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian read a banned book. It’s good
for the brain and it opens our eyes to
the world around us that we may have
missed as we go about our daily lives.

• Full Warranty, Best in the
industry directly serviced
by FLC

• OSHA Approved &
compliant safety standards
on every job site.

COMMERCIAL-RESIDENTIAL-INDUSTRIAL
SALES-SERVICE-INSTALLATION
137 S. Main St.
(607) 749-7779
Homer, NY. 13077

www.fin
f gerlake
r
sconstr
truction.com

Friday
2 pm to 6

Saturday
10 am to 2 pm

The upcoming Rockin’ Readers schedule is:
Oct. 6th – Farm Animals
Oct. 13th – National Grouch Day
Oct. 20th – Squirrel Appreciation Day
Oct. 27th – Cats (Black and Otherwise)
The first meeting of the Kid’s Writers’
Club will be Oct. 25th @ 4:00 pm.
Registration is open to children in
3rd through 6th grades. Please call the
library for more information.
A Fantasy and Science Fiction Writing
group for Jr. and Sr. High students will
be starting in October. The group will
meet the third Tuesday of each month
at 4:00 pm. If you love fantasy and
science fiction and want to create your
own world, characters and stories, call
the library to register for this group.
The first meeting will be Oct. 18th.
Teen Read Week is October 16th
to 22nd. We’re kicking off our new
monthly coffee house for Jr. and Sr.
High Students that week. Thursday,
October 20th from 4:00 to 7:00 pm students in grades 7 through 12 can join
their friends in the community room
for coffee, tea, popcorn, games, and
an open mike. Come read you latest
poem or bring your guitar along! The
“Repository” will be open on the third
Thursday of each the month from 4 to
7 pm. Call the library for more details.
For more information about any of our
programs call 749-4616 or check out
our website at www.phillipsfreelibrary.
org.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Ted McBride Company
“Seasonal Firewood, Mulch, Topsoil,
Stone, Gravel, Fill and Limestone Crusherrun”
Pick Up or Delivered
TED’S CELL: 607.543.0382
OFFICE: 607.753.1040
1349 Fisher Avenue
Cortland, NY 13045

Your Business Card Here!
$15
Call 607-241-6885 or email
editor@thehomernews.com

LINANI’S CATERING
& BAKERY SERVICES

On the move to BIGGER & BETTER THINGS,
but still taking orders to meet your catering &
baking needs! Call Randy at
607-749-9999. And stay tuned to
our Homer News ad & WXHC
for exciting news to come!

DAVID L. HUFFMAN

fine Jewelry

HN

Diamonds and precious gems set in gold and silver
Expert jewelry and watch repair
Original and custom designs
26 Main St., Downtown Cortland 607-756-0551
CASH FOR YOUR GOLD & SILVER
huffmanfinejewelry.com
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Homer, Hannum, and the Hoax…
and Then What?

October 6, 2011
the Gilded Age of America with the rise of Rockefeller and
Carnegie and again in the Great Depression when Hollywood
had the loveable Will Rogers portray David Harum on the

by Martin Sweeney
We all should support any collaborative efforts toward revitalizing the local and regional economies. One such endeavor
is the creative collaboration in recent months between Syracuse
and Homer to stimulate increased interest in art, culture, and
history in Central New York. The focus for this regional experiment is the Cardiff Giant hoax of 1869. The famous hoax
makes a reappearance on October 16th when Syracuse
sculptor Ty Marshall “rediscovers” another “petrified man”
and puts him on exhibition.
Homer is accepting the invitation to participate in the celebration of this historic hoax. It will gladly be host to a series of
events on October 27, including rolling out Homer’s replica of
the giant created out of cement back in 1958. This is because of
one of Homer’s 19th century citizens, David Hannum. Hannum
led a syndicate of men, venture capitalists of the day, in purchasing a major share of the stone giant dug up in Cardiff. The
profits they hoped for did not materialize, in spite of the willingness of the curious to pay for a peek at what even learned
men claimed was a real man turned to stone. Hannum believed
“There’s a sucker born every minute” – an expression that history has misattributed to the great showman P. T. Barnum, who
did make money from exhibiting his own replica of the giant.
Other than for his role in the Cardiff Giant hoax, Homer’s
Hannum would not have been well known. Thanks to a bestselling novel of 1898 by retired Syracuse banker Edward
Noyes Westcott, David Hannum morphed into the novel’s title
character, David Harum. Henceforth, the banker and horse
dealer of Homer became interchangeable in the popular mind
with the banker and horse dealer of Homeville in the book.
Having been an acquaintance of the author’s father, Hannum

may have been the inspiration for the colorful character that
made the term “horse trading” synonymous with any unethical
transaction elevated to the status of shrewd and commendable business practice. Such a character trait was admired in

David Hannum
silver screen as a folksy cracker-barrel philosopher. A less flattering opinion was expressed later.
The Cortland County Advertiser published a David Harum
Souvenir Issue on April 24, 1941. It was not all that complimentary of
Hannum.
The paper
cites a
resident
of James
Street who
recalled that
when trying
to sell the
patent rights
to a butter churn,
Hannum
conducted
demonstrations of
how the
gadget
worked.
The man
said
Hannum “always sent for a pitcher of cream and arranged
with the messenger to fall or drop the pitcher and spill the
contents…and would use water instead.” The man concluded:
“The whole deal was crooked and many people spent their
money for a worthless article. One of his victims declared
that Dave Hannum was so crooked he couldn’t lay straight in
bed. I guess he never robbed a bank but guess he would if he
could.”
Another person describes in the newspaper how Hannum
had a fondness for getting friends to co-sign notes with him.
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One man on the Scott Road signed a note for $1500, after
which Hannum handed him a cigar and said, “Take it Jerry
and smoke it at your leisure.” Later, the man was stuck with
paying off the note in full, which led to the expression around
town of the “Fifteen hundred dollar cigar.” Yet another Homer
man accepted a note from Hannum as payment for a horse
but could only manage to extract $6 from Hannum before
the note expired. Then, there was the upright deacon of the
Congregational Church who farmed on Brake Hill. Hannum
took a worn-out streetcar horse from Scranton, fattened it up a
bit, and sold it to the deacon. The deacon soon discovered that
the horse would balk at pulling a load of firewood. Hannum
found him another horse but had a good chuckle about tricking
the deacon reputed to be a good judge of horses. Perhaps the
real Hannum did share a belief in the fictional Harum’s folksy
version of the Golden Rule: Do unto the other feller the way
he’d like to do unto you, an’ do it fust.
Other than his questionable business practices, Hannum
enjoyed a good reputation. He was known for his courtesy,
rapport with children, and protectiveness of the ladies – all
admirable traits.
In 1998-99, the late Homer teacher and lover of literature
and theater, William Whiting, spearheaded a yearlong celebration of Hannum and Harum. The placement of a commemorative marker on the Homer Green further ensconced the wily,
cigar-chewing man in black top hat into local history and lore.
That place should not be denied him. Even visitors approaching
the village come upon signs that they are welcomed to Homer
– “the Home of David Harum.”
We Americans seem to have a fascination with “bad boys.”
Why do we find them so attractive? Hannum, born in Preble
and steeped in myth, has enjoyed
the limelight in Homer for some
time now. Is it time to move on
and to attach our reputation on
three native sons with proven ties
to President Lincoln? Should
Homer be known as the place of a
man given to fraud or as, also, the
birthplace of Carpenter, Stoddard,
and DeVoe - three associates of
“The Great Emancipator”?
A marker to Hannum should
remain on the Green, but does
it alone contribute to tourism
and the economy of Homer and
Central New York as much as
a life-sized group of statues of
Lincoln, Carpenter, Stoddard, and
DeVoe on the southeast corner of
the Historic Green? The statuary
would be a tribute to the Homer
institutions, the churches and
academy on the Green that produced these “Lincoln men.”
Would that make for a more significant “gateway” for historic
and scenic tourism in Syracuse, Skaneateles, Auburn, and the
Finger Lakes region? Would that not teach our young people a
valuable lesson? According to retired Ithaca College professor
Jill Swenson, it would show that small town individuals can
make it big and “can still blaze trails with earnestness, vision,
and conviction.” Now, those are traits to be valued. And that’s
no hoax.

